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Weassessed whether uniform connectedness (DC; Palmer & Rock, 1994) operates prior to effects
reflecting classical principles of grouping: proximity and similarity. In Experiments 1 and 2, reaction
times to discriminate global letters (H vs. E), made up of small circles, were recorded. The small cir
cles were respectively grouped by proximity, similarity of shapes, and by UC. The discrimination of
stimuli grouped by similarity was slower than those grouped by proximity, and it was speeded up by
the addition ofUC. However,the discrimination of stimuli grouped by proximity was unaffected by con
necting the local elements. In Experiment 3, similar results occurred in a task requiring discrimination
of the orientation of grouped elements, except that the discrimination of stimuli grouped by UC was
faster than that of those grouped by weak proximity. Experiment 4 further showed that subjects could
respond to letters composed of discriminably separate local elements as fast as to those without sep
arated local elements. The results suggest that grouping by similarity of shapes is perceived slower
than grouping by UC,but grouping by proximity can be as fast and efficient as that by UC.

It is widely assumed that grouping of separated objects

occurs early in visual processing. The function of per

ceptual grouping is to solve the problem of "what goes

with what" and the differentiation of figure from ground

(Rock, 1986). Many studies suggest that the visual field

is preattentively segmented into separate figural units or

objects through perceptual grouping, which are further

processed by the operation of focal attention for identi

fication (Duncan, 1984; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989;

Kahneman & Henik, 1981; Kahneman & Treisman,

1984; Moore & Egeth, 1997; Neisser, 1967; but see Mack,

Tang, Tuma, Kahn, & Rock, 1992).

Perceptual grouping has typically been discussed in

terms of the principles ofgrouping first described by the

Gestalt psychologists (Koehler, 1928; Wertheimer, 1923).

One of the principles of grouping is proximity, which

states that spatially close objects tend to be grouped to

gether. The principle ofsimilarity claims that, all else being
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equal, the most similar elements in the field tend to be

grouped together. Two of the other Gestalt laws ofgroup

ing are common fate and good continuation. Common fate

states that elements that move simultaneously in the same

direction and with the same speed tend to be grouped to

gether. Good continuation refers to the grouping of two or

more contour regions into one unit on the basis of smooth

continuation of contour from one region to another.

Although the Gestalt principles have been proposed for

several decades, only a few studies have concerned the re

lationship between different principles of grouping. For

example, Kurylo (1997) reported evidence showing that

the processing time for grouping by proximity was shorter

than that for grouping by alignment (i.e., good continuity).

Some studies have been guided by the hypothesis ofearly

topological perception (Chen, 1982), which assumes that

a primitive function of the visual system is to encode the

presence of topological differences in the image. For in

stance, Chen (1986) required subjects to report the hori

zontal or vertical organization ofarrays ofstimuli in which

proximity and similarity provided conflicting grouping

cues. He found that subjects reported groups on the basis

of proximity and similarity of closure (one sort of topo

logical property) when stimuli were displayed for a short

duration. However, subjects responded in accordance with

the similarity oflocal geometrical properties (e.g., orien

tation) of the elements when stimuli were presented for a

long duration. Chen (1986) proposed that, with respect to

the time dependence ofperceptual grouping, proximity oc-
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Figure 1. IUustration of uniform connectedness as a principle
of perceptual grouping (A) , its dominance over proximity (8),
similarity in size (C), and both proximity and similarity (D).
(From Palmer & Rock, 1994.)

(Palmer, 1992; Palmer & Rock, 1994). One of them is

called common region (Palmer, 1992), which states that,

all else being equal, elements will be perceived as being

grouped together ifthey are located within a common re

gion of space (i.e., if they lie within a connected, homo

geneously colored or textured region or within an enclos

ing contour). Palmer further argued that common region

cannot be reduced to the effects ofproximity, closure, or

any other previously known factors. More recently, Palmer

and Rock (1994) have proposed another new grouping

principle, uniform connectedness (UC), which asserts that

a connected region of uniform visual properties (e.g., lu

minance or lightness, color, texture, motion, and possibly

other properties as well) strongly tends to be organized

as a single perceptual unit. To demonstrate the existence

ofthe UC principle and its relation with classical grouping

principles, an illustration such as that in Figure 1 was used

in Palmer and Rock's article. A horizontal array of black

dots with the same distance between two adjacent items

was segmented into separate groups by connecting two

neighboring items with lines (Figure lA). Thus, group

ing two neighboring dots by connecting them seems to

dominate grouping by other factors, such as proximity

(Figure IB), similarity (Figure IC), or both proximity and

similarity (Figure ID). On the grounds of this demon

stration, Palmer and Rock argued that the UC principle

can overcome other classical grouping principles, such

as proximity and similarity, and that UC is such a strong

factor in perceptual organization that it occurs prior to

other classical Gestalt principles ofgrouping and virtually

defines primitive perceptual units at a very early stage.

The influence of UC on perceptual organization and

visual selective attention has been supported by Kramer

and Watson's (1996; Watson & Kramer, 1999) recent work,

which showed that RTs were faster when perceptualjudg

ments involved two aspects of a single UC region than

when they involved two different UC regions. They ar

gued that this same-object effect produced by UC suggests

that UC is crucial in defining the entities available for at

tention selection. Nevertheless, Palmer and Rock's (1994)

argument for the relationship between UC and the clas

sical Gestalt principles of grouping has not been tested

systematically. Simple illustrations may conceal some dif

ferences between the new principles ofgrouping and clas

sical principles of grouping, such as proximity and sim

ilarity, particularly ifdifferent groupings will dominate as

a function ofthe time course ofprocessing. To uncover the

relationship between the possible new principles ofgroup

ing and the classical grouping laws, quantitative measures

are essential.

The objective of the present study was to investigate

the relationship between UC and grouping based on prox

imity and similarity. Palmer and Rock (1994) asserted

that UC "can overcome the law ofproximity" (p. 31). One

possible reason for this may be that UC occurs earlier in

time than proximity. Another possible reason is that both

UC and proximity may occur at the same time, but phys

ically connected elements form a better group than do

physically close elements. We compared subjects' RTs to

••
B
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curs prior to similarity; similarity based on topological

properties (e.g., similarity ofclosure) is perceived prior to

similarity based on local geometrical properties (e.g.,

similarity oforientation). Ben-Av and Sagi's (1995) work

has provided more evidence on this. Using a paradigm

similar to that employed by Chen (1986), Beh-Av and

Sagi found that proximity grouping was perceived much

faster than grouping based on similarity ofluminance and

shape and that proximity dominated performance when the

stimulus was available for a short time « 100 msec). With

increasing processing time, similarity grouping was found

to dominate performance.

The different roles ofproximity and similarity in per

ceptual grouping have also been found in the processing

of Navon-type (Navon, 1977) compound stimuli (Han,

Humphreys, & Chen, in press). Han et al. compared the

relative advantage ofglobal and local properties ofstim

uli in conditions in which the compound stimuli were

presented without or with background patterns. Similar to

the observations of other researchers (Hughes, Layton,

Baird, & Lester, 1984; Luna, Marcos-Ruiz, & Merino,

1995; Navon, 1977; Navon & Norman, 1983), Han et al.

found a global precedence effect when no background

patterns were presented (i.e., subjects responded faster to

global figures than to local figures, and global figures in

terfered with responses to local ones when the figures at

the two levels were inconsistent). However, when proxim

ity grouping was eliminated by embedding the compound

stimuli in background patterns (so that grouping was

forced to depend on the shape similarity of local fig

ures), reaction times (RTs) to local figures were faster than

or the same as those to global figures, and local interfer

ence over global figures also became stronger than the

reverse. These results suggest that the advantage for

global, compound figures depends on proximity grouping

between local figures, and proximity dominates similarity

ofshapes for grouping local figures into a unitary global

form. In comparison with proximity grouping, similarity

grouping occurs at a later stage ofperception.

Two possible new principles of perceptual grouping

have been put forward in recent years by Palmer and Rock
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discriminate global letters made up of small circles. The

circles composing a letter were grouped together accord
ing to different principles ofgrouping, such as proximity,

similarity, or U'C. We also recorded RTs to discriminate
orientations of perceptual groups formed by similarity,
proximity,or uc.The rationale is that, all else being equal,

earlier or stronger grouping between the local elements
should reduce RTs to discriminate both global letters (Ex

periments I, 2, and 4) and the orientations of perceptual
groups (Experiment 3).

EXPERIMENT 1

Since grouping by proximity occurs earlier than group
ing by similarity ofshapes (Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995; Chen,
1984, 1986; Han et al., in press), all else being equal,

RTs to letters based on grouping by proximity should be
faster than those to letters based on grouping by similar

ity of shapes. In terms ofa similar rationale, if grouping
based on UC occurs earlier than grouping based on prox

imity and similarity, RTs to letters constructed from con
nected elements should be faster than those to letters in
which local elements are grouped by proximity or simi

larity. Differences between RTs to the letters grouped by
UC, proximity, and similarity may also reflect different

time courses ofperceptual grouping. Hence, we compared
performance across time, as a function of the interval be
tween the stimulus and a mask. There were four condi

tions for grouping small elements (circles) into a global
letter: grouping by proximity, grouping by proximity and
UC, grouping by similarity, and grouping by similarity

and uc.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 3 female and 14 male right-handed,

paid volunteers (22-32 years of age) from the Graduate School of

University of Science and Technology of China. All had normal or

corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus. Data collection and stimulus presentation were con

trolled by a 386 personal computer. Stimuli were presented on a 12

in. color monitor at a viewing distance of about 57 cm.

Stimuli. Four sets of compound stimuli, black on a white back

ground, were used. Stimuli comprised either a large letter E or a

large letter H made up of small circles, as shown in Figure 2. For

Stimulus Set A, the small circles were grouped by proximity. These

circles were then connected with lines to form Stimulus Set B, in

which the circles were grouped by both proximity and UC. Stimu

lus Sets A and B were embedded in a background composed ofsmall

square figures to form Stimulus Sets C and D, respectively. The ver

tical and horizontal sizes of each of the background squares were

the same as those of a small circle. The distance between the center

of two adjacent circles was equivalent to that between a circle and

its neighboring square. The background elements should group by

proximity with the target circles making up the global letters; hence,

the global letters in Set C were formed by similarity of shapes be

tween constituents. The global letters in Set D, however, were

formed by both similarity ofshapes and LlC.The small circles were
arranged in a 6 X 7 matrix. The large letter was 4.2 X 5.4 em, and

the small circle was 0.4 X 0.4 ern, The large letter and the small cir

cles subtended visual angles, respectively, of4.2° X 5.4° and 0.4° X

0.4°. The whole pattern with background was 5.8 X 7.0 ern, sub-

tending an angle of5.8° X 7.0°. The lines forming the small circles

and squares and connecting the circles had the same width of I pixel.

Each trial began with a 1,000-msec warning beep and a presen

tation ofthe plus-shaped fixation located at the center ofthe screen.

The fixation was 0.2 X 0.3 ern subtending 0.23° X 0.3° of visual

angle. After another 1,000 msec, the fixation was overlapped by the

stimulus display, which was presented at the center of the screen.

The stimulus display lasted for 160 msec and was replaced by a

square mask formed by random black dots lasting for 80 msec. The

mask was 7.6 X 8.2 em, subtending 7.6° X 8.2° of visual angle. The

time interval between the offset ofstimulus display and the onset of

mask (interstimulus interval, lSI) was 16,32,80, or 144 msec.

Procedure. The experiment employed a three-factor within

subjects design, with the factors being proximity (targets were pre

sented with or without background patterns), UC (the circles com

posing target letters were connected with lines or were not), and lSI.

The subjects were required to discriminate the target letters (H vs. E)

regardless ofhow the small circles were grouped. While maintain

ing their fixation, the subjects were required to respond to the let

ter H or the letter E by pressing one of two keys on a standard key
board with either the right or the left middle finger. Nine subjects

responded to the letter H with the left middle finger and to the let

ter E with the right middle finger. The other subjects responded in

the reverse arrangement. After 48 trials for practice, each subject

performed four blocks of 144 trials. The subjects were encouraged

to respond as quickly and accurately as possible.

RTs and error rates were subjected to a repeated measure analy

sis ofvariance (ANOVA)with three factors: proximity, UC, and lSI.

Error rates were transformed with an arcsine square-root function

before statistical analysis.

Results and Discussion
Error analysis. The mean error rates for the four sets

of stimuli are shown in Figure 3. An ANOVA indicated
a main effect ofproximity [F(I, 16) = 47.07,p < .0005],
reflecting the fact that the subjects made more errors

in responding to the target letters when they were pre
sented with background patterns than when they were
presented without background patterns. There was also a

main effect ofUC [F(l,16) = 69.24,p < .0005], indicat
ing that the subjects made fewer errors when the small cir
cles were connected than when they were not connected.

There was no significant effect ofISI (F < 1) and no re
liable two-way interaction involving lSI (p > .05). How
ever, the interaction of proximity and UC reached sig

nificance [F(l,16) = 42.84, P < .0005]; the effect ofUC
on errors was larger when the small circles were grouped
by similarity than when they were grouped by proximity.

Finally, the triple interaction between the three factors
was also significant [F(3,48) = 3.22, P < .03]. The dif
ference between the effects of UC on proximity- and
similarity-grouped elements was larger at shorter ISIs
than at longer ISIs. A further planned orthogonal con

trast test showed that the UC effect was significant only
with elements grouped by similarity [F(l,16) = 72.75,

P < .0005], but not with elements grouped by proximity
(F < I).

RT analysis. The mean RTs for correct responses to
the four sets ofstimuli are shown in Figure 4. Analysis of
the RT data indicated a main effect ofproximity [F( 1,16)=

122.6,p < .0005]; responses were faster for target letters
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Figure 2. Stimuli used in Experiment 1. The small circles were grouped by proximity (Set A), both proximity and DC

(Set B), similarity (Set C). and both similarity and DC (Set D).

without background patterns than for targets with back

ground patterns. The main effect ofUC was also signifi

cant [F(1,16) = 33.16,p < .0005], indicating that RTs for

targets composed ofconnected small circles were faster

than RTs for targets composed ofunconnected small cir

cles. There was no significant effect ofISI [F(3,48) =2.47,

P > .07], and its interactions with the other two factors

were not reliable (p > .1). However, the interaction of

proximity and UC was significant [F(I,16) = 31.69,p <
.0005]. The effect ofUC on RTs was larger when the small

circles were grouped by similarity than when they were

grouped by proximity. The triple interaction of the three

factors was not significant (F < 1). A further planned

orthogonal contrast test showed that the UC effect was

significant only under similarity grouping conditions

[F(l,16) = 33.56, P < .0005], but not when there was

grouping by proximity [F(I,16) = 2.81,p > .1].

The results primarily showed a difference between the

proximity grouping and the similarity grouping condi

tions (i.e., RTs were much faster when compound letters

were formed by proximity grouping than when they were

formed by similarity grouping). Error rates were also

lower for stimuli grouped by proximity than for those

grouped by similarity. These results are in agreement with

previous findings (Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995; Chen, 1986;

Han et aI., in press), thus providing more evidence for

the assertion that proximity grouping occurs earlier or is

perceived faster than grouping by similarity of shapes.

The effect ofUC grouping on the recognition of target

letters was not significant for stimuli formed by proxim

ity grouping. For both RT and error measures, there was

no difference between target letters formed by proximity

grouping and those formed by both proximity grouping

and uc. Grouping by UC affected responses to the stim

uli formed by similarity grouping only. RTs for target let

ters formed by similarity grouping were slower, and error

rates were higher, relative to when similarity grouping was

augmented by UC to form the stimuli. Interestingly, in

comparison with the results from the conditions with

proximity grouping alone and with proximity grouping

combined with UC, RTs in the condition with similarity

and UC grouping were still slower (the average RTs were

569 msec for stimuli with similarity and UC and 488 msec

for stimuli grouped by proximity).

Overall, these results indicate that grouping by UC can

facilitate grouping by similarity. Nevertheless, there was
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EXPERIMENT 2

e---e. proximity

"'__'" similarity

0--0 similarity ond UC

quently, similarity grouping based on topological proper

ties should take place prior to similarity grouping based

on the local geometrical properties of elements. The cir

cles making up the letters and the squares making up the

background in Experiment I were both closed patterns,

and this may have prevented grouping based on closure

from occurring. The purpose ofExperiment 2 was to ex

amine further the difference between grouping based on

proximity, DC, and similarity, but this time testing sim

ilarity when closure may be used. The stimuli from Set A

in Experiment I were embedded in a background made up

of plus elements. The circles, being closed patterns, dif

fer topologically from the background pluses and may be

grouped by similarity ofclosure. We compared RTs to dis

criminate target letters composed ofsmall circles that were

grouped together on the basis ofproximity, similarity of

closure, and both DC and similarity of closure.

\1--\1 proximity and UC

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 3 female and 12 male undergradu

ate and graduate students (20-24 years of age) from the Graduate

School of University of Science and Technology of China, who

were paid volunteers. All subjects were right-handed and had nor
mal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure. All aspects were the same

as those in Experiment I except that there were three sets of stim

uli in Experiment 2, illustrated in Figure 5. Stimulus Set A was the

same as Set A in Experiment I. Stimulus Set B was formed by em

bedding Set A in a background composed of small plus figures.

Each of the pluses had the same vertical and horizontal size as the

circle. Stimulus Set C was formed by connecting all the small cir-

144803216

O'--__.l-.__J-.__J-.__.:L-_---I

o

0--0 similarity and UC

"'--'" similarity

\1--\1 praximity and UC

• • proximity

25
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I""f~f........

~ 15

'"0...
...
0... 10...

w

5

ISI(msec)

Figure 3. Mean error rates as a function of lSI for each of the
four sets of stimuli in Experiment 1.

no evidence for stronger grouping by DC than by proxim

ity. Thus, it appears that proximity grouping is at least as

efficient as grouping by DC under the present conditions.

It may be argued that the reason why DC did not facil

itate proximity grouping was that the lines connecting the

small circles were too faint to be perceived. However, this

account can be dismissed because the results in the sim

ilarity grouping condition provide evidence that the con

necting lines were perceived well enough to augment

similarity grouping. It may also be possible that the lines

connecting local circles were slow to be perceived and so

had an effect only with slow similarity grouping, but not

with fast proximity grouping. However, this cannot be true

because the data in a supplementary experiment (see the

Appendix) showed that target letters composed only ofthe

lines were responded to as quickly as target letters in the

proximity grouping condition here. Therefore, the similar

RTs to Stimulus Sets A and B in the present experiment

were due not to the connecting lines' being relatively dif

ficult to discriminate but to connectedness being no

more efficient than proximity in grouping the local cir

cles into global targets.

Figure 4. Mean reaction times as a function of lSI for each of
the four sets of stimuli in Experiment 1.

ISI(msec)
The topological approach to visual perception (Chen,

1982) claims that the perception oftopological properties

ofdisplays (e.g., closure) occurs earlier than that oflocal

geometrical properties (e.g., orientation coding). Conse-

16 32 80 144
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RT analysis. Average RTs for correct responses to the

three sets of stimuli are shown in Figure 7. There were

main effects of grouping [F(2,28) = 140.40, P < .0005]
and lSI [F(3,42) = 3.80,p < .02]. The interaction between
the two factors was also significant [F(6,84) = 4.29, P <

.001]. Further univariate Ftests showed that RTs to Stim
ulus Set A (grouped by proximity) were faster than those
to Stimulus Sets Band e [F(l,14) = 172.23,p < .0005].
RTs to Stimulus Set B (grouped by similarity ofclosure)
were slower than RTs to Stimulus Set e (grouped by both
ue and similarity ofclosure) [F(1,14) = 86.29,p < .0005].

The results ofExperiment 2 showed that RTs to stimuli
formed by proximity grouping were faster than those to

stimuli formed by grouping by similarity and ue. RTs in
the latter condition were faster than those for the stimuli
grouped by similarity of closure alone. The interaction

with lSI occurred because the advantage for stimuli
grouped by proximity was particularly large at the short

lSI. Hence, there is evidence for faster grouping by prox
imity than by both ue and similarity of closure. Never
theless, ue between elements did facilitate performance

relative to the condition in which elements were grouped
by similarity of closure alone. Therefore, ue dominates
grouping by similarity even when similarity is defined by

a topological property.
There was also a suggestion that grouping by similar

ity operates over a longer time course than grouping by

proximity or ue, since errors showed a larger decrease
over time in the similarity condition (though the inter-

0-0 similarity and UC

,..-.,. similarity

e--e proximity

setA 10 ,...----,--....,..--""T""---r-----,

144803216

OL.----l.-_......__""--_.......__....

a

Figure 6. Mean error rates as a function of lSI for each of the
three sets of stimuli in Experiment 2.
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---~ 6
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o 4
........
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Figure 5. Stimuli used in Experiment 2. The small circles were
grouped by proximity (Set A), similarity of closure (Set B), and
both similarity of closure and UC (Set C).

Results and Discussion
Error analysis. Figure 6 shows the mean error rates

for the three sets ofstimuli. There was a significant main

effect ofgrouping [F(2,28) = 7.06,p < .003]. The effect
ofISI [F(3,42) = 1.37, p > .25] and the interaction of
these two factors did not reach significance [F(6,84) =

1.39,p > .2]. Further univariate Ftests showed that error
rates to Stimulus Set A (grouped by proximity) were lower
than those to Stimulus Sets Band e [F(l,14) = 11.52,p <
.004]. There was no significant difference between error
rates to Stimulus Sets Band e [F(l,14) = 3.69,p > .07].

des from the stimuli in Set B. There were 48 practice trials and 288

experimental trials divided into three blocks of96 trials each.
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EXPERIMENT 3

& Georgeson, 1996). In addition, since proximity is a

continuous variable, Experiment 3 investigated whether

DC can dominate proximity when the latter is not strong

enough, by manipulating the strength ofproximity group

ing. Finally, a longer lSI than those in Experiments 1 and

2 was used to study the effect of lSI further, because it

may be possible that the ISis were too short to show their

effects in Experiments I and 2.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 20 male undergraduate and gradu

ate students (20--24 years ofage) from the Graduate School ofUni

versity of Science and Technology of China, who were paid volun

teers. All subjects were right-handed and had normal or

corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus. Data collection and stimulus presentation were con

trolled by a 586 personal computer. Stimuli were presented on a 12

in. color monitor.

Stimuli. Four sets of stimuli, shown as black on a white back

ground, were used. Stimuli consisted of square arrays of small

filled circles and squares arranged in a 8 X 8 matrix, as illustrated

in Figure 8. Each circle or square was 0.4 X 0.4 em. The whole

stimulus pattern was 11.0 X 11.0 em. At a viewing distance of

about 70 ern, the whole stimulus pattern and the unit shape sub

tended visual angles, respectively, of 8.99° X 8.99° and 0.33° X

0.33°. There was only one type of shape (circle or square) in each

column or row in the stimulus patterns.

For Stimulus Set A, the distance between two adjacent columns

was equivalent to that between two adjacent rows; thus, the circles

or squares were grouped into columns or rows based on similarity.

The size ofthe whole array was kept constant, and the distances be

tween the two adjacent columns or rows composed of the same

shapes as in Stimulus Set A were adjusted in the following way to

form Stimulus Sets Band C: When the circles or squares were in

rows (or columns), two adjacent rows (or columns) were moved

close to each other so that four horizontal (or vertical) groups were

formed on the basis of the proximity of two adjacent rows (or

columns). The horizontal or vertical groups based on proximity

were always congruent with the groups formed by similarity. For

Stimulus Set B, the spacing ratio between two near rows (or

columns) and two far rows (or columns) was .5. For Stimulus Set C,

this spacing ratio was .1. Therefore, proximity grouping in Stimu

lus Set C was stronger than in Stimulus Set B. Stimulus Set D was

made by connecting the circles (or squares) in the same column (or

row) as in Stimulus Set A with lines. Each of the lines was I pixel

in width. Hence, the circles and squares were grouped together on

the basis ofboth similarity of shapes and Uc. In summary, the hor

izontal or vertical groups were formed by similarity of shapes for

Stimulus Set A, by weak proximity plus similarity for Stimulus

Set B, by strong proximity plus similarity for Stimulus Set C, and

by UC plus similarity for Stimulus Set D.

Procedure. Each trial began with a 250-msec warning beep and

a presentation of the plus-shaped fixation located at the center of

the screen. The fixation cross was 0.2 X 0.3 em subtending 0.23°

X 0.3° of visual angle. After another 500 msec, the fixation cross

was overlapped by the stimulus display presented at the center of

the screen. The stimulus display lasted for 160msec and was replaced

by a square mask formed by random black dots lasting for 80 msec.

The mask was 13.5 X 13.5 em, subtending 11.0° X 11.0° of visual

angle. The lSI was either 32 or 304 msec.

The subjects were required to discriminate how the local shapes

(circles or squares) were arranged (either in columns or in rows), re

gardless of how they were grouped. While maintaining their fixa

tion, the subjects were instructed to respond to the horizontal or ver

tical groups by pressing one ofthe two keys on a standard keyboard

with the right or the left middle finger. The relationship between the

stimuli and responding hand was counterbalanced across subjects.

14432 80
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The purpose ofExperiment 3 was to examine possible

alternative interpretations for the results of Experi

ments 1 and 2. For instance, in the earlier conditions with

proximity grouping, the target letters were presented on

a blank background, whereas, in the similarity grouping

conditions, they were presented on a background com

posed ofsquares or crosses. It may be argued that the slow

responses in the latter conditions were due to the fact the

similarity conditions involved an extra processing stage:

figure-ground segmentation. I To rule out this factor, Ex

periment 3 used similarity and proximity conditions in

which the stimulus patterns were exactly the same, except

that the distances between local elements were manipu

lated. When local elements are evenly spaced, grouping

by similarity may dominate; however, when some ele

ments are spaced closer than others, proximity grouping

may overrule similarity grouping (e.g., see Bruce, Green,

action between grouping and lSI was not reliable). Also,

relative to Experiment 1 in which error rates were reduced

(particularly for the similarity grouping condition), error

rates in the similarity grouping condition were not af

fected by DC in Experiment 2. This suggests that the per

ceptual quality of the target letters was the same for stim

uli grouped by proximity, similarity ofclosure, and both

DC and similarity ofclosure. DC can facilitate grouping

by similarity of topological and local geometrical prop

erties alike, but its effect on the perceptual quality oftar

get letters is greater for stimuli grouped by local geomet

rical similarity (as in Experiment 1) than for stimuli

grouped by closure (as here).

Figure 7. Mean reaction times as a function of lSI for each of
the three sets of stimuli in Experiment 2.
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Figure 8. Illustration of half of the stimuli used in Experiment 3. The horizontal
groups were formed respectively by similarity of shapes (Set A), similarity plus weak
proximity (Set B), similarity plus strong proximity (Set C), and similarity plus UC

(Set D). The circles and squares were grouped verticaUy for the other halfofthe stim-
ull,

After 32 trials for practice, each subject performed four blocks of

80 trials. The subjects were encouraged to respond as quickly and
accurately as possible.

To ensure that the subjects could perceive the connecting lines
clearly, each subject was asked to report the orientation ofthe lines

(horizontal or vertical) in a block of 16 trials at the end of the ex

periment. No subjects made any errors in this task. Similarly, no er

rors were made by the subjects viewing the four types of display

under unlimited viewing times; under these conditions, the forma

tion of the horizontal and vertical groups was unambiguous.

RTs and error rates were subjected to a repeated measure

ANOVA with two factors: grouping (horizontal or vertical groups

were formed by similarity of shapes, weak proximity plus similar
ity, strong proximity plus similarity, or DC plus similarity) and lSI.

Error rates were transformed with an arcsine square-root function

before statistical analysis.

Results and Discussion

Error analysis. The mean error rates for the four sets

of stimuli are shown in Figure 9. ANOVA indicated only

a main effect ofgrouping [F(3,57) = 6.10, p < .001], re

flecting the fact that the error rates were higher for Stim

ulus Set A (similarity grouping) than for the others. The

effect of lSI and its interaction with grouping were not

significant (p > .05).

RT analysis. The mean RTs for correct responses to

the four sets ofstimuli are shown in Figure 10. An ANOVA

on the RT data indicated a main effect of grouping

[F(3,57) = 31.16, p < .0005]. The effect of lSI was also

significant [F(l, 19) = 33.55, p < .0005], indicating that

RTs in the short-lSI conditions were faster than those in

the long-lSI conditions. The interactions between group

ing and lSI were also significant [F(3,57) = 16.26, p <
.0005], reflecting the fact that the effect ofISI was differ

ent for the four stimulus sets.

Further separate comparisons showed that RTs for

Stimulus Set A (similarity grouping) were slower than

those for Stimulus Set B (weak proximity + similarity)

[F(I,19) = 52.58,p < .0005]. RTs for Stimulus Set B were,

in turn, slower than those for Stimulus Set C (strong

proximity + similarity) [F(l,19) = l8.96,p < .0005] and

Stimulus Set D (UC + similarity) [F(l,19) = 6.351,p <
.02]. There was no significant overall difference between

RTs for Stimulus Sets C and D (F < 1); however, the ef-
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mation available, including that produced by similarity

grouping (derived over a longer time course).

The data again indicate that similarity of shape is less

efficient in perceptual grouping than either proximity or

DC. Moreover, the RT results suggest that proximity was

not always as strong as DC for grouping, though this is

a matter ofdegree. Proximity grouping can be as fast and

efficient as grouping by DC when elements are close

enough.

One question concerns why responses in the similarity

and DC grouping conditions in Experiments I and 2 were

slower than those in the proximity grouping conditions. A

probable account is that the local circles comprising the

target letters in Experiments I and 2 were grouped together

with the surrounding squares (or pluses) by proximity,

even when they were connected with lines. The grouping

between the circles and squares (or pluses) by strong prox

imity competed with the grouping between the circles by

DC and thus weakened the effect of DC groups on RTs.

Such competitive grouping effects were removed here by

omitting the background elements.

EXPERIMENT 4

Figure 10. Mean reaction times as a function orISI for each of

the four sets of stimuli in Experiment 3.

0-0 similarity and UC

""--"" similarity and strong proximity

'V--'V similarity and weak proximity

..--•• similarity

Palmer and Rock (1994) claimed that the main differ

ence between UC and classical grouping principles is that

DC does not require any "putting together" ofseparate el

ements because there are no such separate elements prior

to its application. Hence, grouping by DC may be more

efficient than other forms ofgrouping. Wehave shown that

304

151 (msec)

32

Figure 9. Mean error rates as a function of lSI for each of the

four sets of stimuli in Experiment 3.

fect of lSI was stronger for Stimulus Set D (DC + simi

larity) than for Stimulus Set C (strong proximity + simi

larity) [F(l,19) = 8.376,p < .009] and for Stimulus Set B

(weak proximity + similarity)[F(l,19) = 14.52,p < .001].

The smallest effect ofISI was on Stimulus Set A (similar

ity grouping) [F(l,l 9) = 9.539,p < .006] (for comparison

with Stimulus Set B).

In Experiment 3, local elements were not embedded in

background stimuli; consequently, the process offigure

ground segmentation was unlikely to have been as critical

as it might have been in the earlier studies. Nevertheless,

error rates were higher and RTs were longer to stimuli de

fined by shape similarity (Set A) than to those defined by

either proximity (Sets Band C) or connectedness (Set D).

Stimuli defined by connectedness were responded to faster

than those defined by weak proximity, but not faster than

those defined by strong proximity. There was also some

evidence again for the time course ofgrouping being dif

ferent for the different forms ofgrouping. Generally, RTs

slowed as the lSI increased, but the lSI effect was small

est on the similarity-grouping condition. This may have

been because, for this condition, the subjects always made

responses on the basis of the information produced by

similarity grouping irrespective ofhow long the ISIs were.

For the other three conditions, however, when the lSI was

short, responses appeared to be based on the information

produced by proximity or UC grouping. When there was

a long lSI, however, the subjects may have delayed re

sponding in order to have the maximal amount of infor-
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Figure 11. Stimuli used in Experiment 4.
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Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure. The apparatus and proce

dure were the same as used in Experiment I. Two sets of stimuli,

black on a white background, were used, making up either a large

letter E or a large letter H (shown in Figure II). For Stimulus Set A,

the letters were made up ofsmall solid rectangles, which were grouped

together on the basis of their proximity. The small rectangles were

arranged in an II X II matrix. The large letter was 4.2 X 5.4 em,

and each small rectangle was 0.25 X 0.40 em. The large letter and

the small rectangles subtended visual angles, respectively, of4.2° X

5.4° and 0.25° X 0.40°. For Stimulus Set B, the letters were made

up ofsolid lines, as shown in Figure II. The thicknesses ofthe ver

tical and horizontal lines composing Stimulus Set B were 2.0 and

2.5 mm, respectively. The size of each of the large letters in Set B

was the same as that of the letters in Set A. The total areas ofletters

Hand E when made up of solid rectangles were 310 and 380 mm-,

respectively. The total areas of letters H and E, when composed of

solid lines, were 306 and 378 mm-, respectively. The subjects were

asked to discriminate whether the target letter was H or E. For the

control condition, the subjects were asked to discriminate whether

the target letters were made up of solid rectangles or solid lines, but

there was only one lSI condition (16 msec).

After a practice set of 16 trials, each subject was given two blocks

of 96 trials. Eight subjects responded to the target letter H with the

left hand and to the target letter E with the right hand; the other sub

jects were given the reverse arrangement. For the control condition,

each subject was given one block of 60 trials. The first 12 trials

were for practice. Half of the subjects responded to target letters

made up of solid rectangles with the left hand and to target letters

composed of solid line stimuli with the right hand; the other sub

jects were given the reverse arrangement.

grouping by UC can be more efficient than grouping by

similarity and weak proximity but that it is not necessarily

more efficient than grouping by strong proximity. How

ever, it might be that the lines connecting local elements

in Experiments 1-3 were not wide enough to make UC dis

tinguishable from strong proximity grouping, though the

subjects could discriminate the lines clearly. The ultimate

way to test the above possibility is to use stimuli com

posed of solid lines. Are stimuli composed of solid lines

grouped and discriminated faster than those determined

by strong proximity grouping, even when the gaps between

the grouped elements can be easily discriminated? In Ex

periment 4, we tested letter discrimination with elements

grouped by proximity relative to a solid-line baseline con

dition to give the best chance for precedence ofgrouping

by UC over that by proximity. We designed two sets of

large letters (H and E) made up ofsolid lines or separated

small solid rectangles, and had subjects participate in a

letter identification task. In order to rule out the possibil

ity that subjects could not perceive the gaps between two

adjacent rectangles when the stimuli were briefly presented

and masked, a control condition was also administered in

which subjects had to discriminate whether the target let

ters were made up ofsolid rectangles or were merely solid

lines.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 8 female and 8 male undergraduate

psychology students (19-27 years of age) from the University of

Birmingham, who were paid volunteers. Three subjects were left

handed; the others were right-handed. All had normal or corrected

to-normal vision. Fourteen ofthe subjects took part in the control task.

Results and Discussion
Error analysis. The mean error rates are shown in Fig

ure 12. There was a reliable main effect ofISI [F(3,45) =

2.89,p < .05]. The effect ofgrouping and its interaction

with lSI were not significant (F < 1).

RT analysis. The mean RTs for correct responses to

the two sets ofstimuli are given in Figure 13. The effects

of grouping [F(I,15) = 2.05, P > .15] and lSI [F(3,45) =

2.20, P > .1] were not significant, nor was the grouping X

lSI interaction [F(3,45) = 1.12,p > .3].

RTs and error rates in the letter identification condition

with the shortest lSI were compared with those in the con

trol discrimination condition (is the stimulus connected or

not?) (see Table 1). Paired t tests indicated no difference

between RTs and error rates in the two conditions. Impor

tantly, error rates were very low in the control condition;

the subjects could discriminate whether single lines or

separated elements were presented.

The present experiment again did not show any differ

ence between stimuli formed by UC and by proximity,

contrary to Palmer and Rock's (1994) assertion that UC

operates prior to proximity in perceptual grouping. There

was a small trend for a benefit for UC stimuli at the short

est ISis, but this did not approach significance. Overall, it

appears that proximity is as efficient as UC in perceptual
grouping here.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the present study show that the recog

nition of target letters formed by proximity grouping is

more efficient than that oftarget letters formed by group-
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Figure 12. Mean error rates as a function ofiSI for each ofthe
two sets of stimuli in Experiment 4.

ing by similarity ofshapes. The discrimination ofthe ori

entations ofperceptual groups formed by proximity was

faster and more accurate than that of groups formed by

shape similarity. The difference between responses to

stimuli formed by proximity grouping and by similarity

grouping was observed across all ISIs and under condi

tions in which the difficulties of figure-ground segmen

tation were comparable. These results are consistent with

the notion that proximity dominates similarity of shapes

at early stages of perceptual grouping (Ben-Av & Sagi,

1995; Chen, 1986; Han et aI., in press).

The present data also show that grouping by UC

(1) speeded RTs and decreased error rates for stimuli

grouped by similarity oflocal geometrical properties (Ex

periments 1 and 3) and (2) speeded RTs (without affect

ing accuracy) for stimuli grouped by similarity ofclosure

(Experiment 2). These results are in agreement with

Palmer and Rock's (1994) hypothesis that grouping by

UC can overcome grouping by similarity either by gen

erating stronger groups or by occurring earlier. However,

our data indicate that grouping by proximity can be as ef

ficient as grouping by UC. RTs to global letters defined

by proximity grouping alone were as fast as RTs to global

letters defined by proximity and UC (Experiment 1) and

even to stimuli that were fully connected straight lines (Ex

periment 4). In Experiment 3, responses to discriminate

the orientations of perceptual groups formed by strong

proximity (Stimulus Set C) and UC (Stimulus Set D) were

equally rapid, though UC grouping was shown to be faster

than grouping by weak proximity (Stimulus Set B). There

fore, the results lend no support to the assertion that group-

ing starts from UC regions and that grouping by proximity

always occurs at a later stage.

One hypothesis to account for the domination ofprox

imity over similarity in grouping is that proximity group

ing does not require that the features of visual elements

(their shape, size, etc.) be clearly registered; rather, the

constituent elements may function just as "place hold

ers" (Treisman, 1986). The recognition ofa global form,

needed for the present experiments, depends only on the

representation ofthe spatial relationships between the local

elements. For similarity grouping, however, some features

of the local elements, or feature differences between el

ements composing the target letters and the background

patterns, must be represented before grouping operates.

Differences in the speed and efficiency of grouping by

similarity and proximity may be determined by the time

needed to compute the critical visual features.

The above hypothesis is in line with Pomerantz's (1981,

1983) distinction between two types of visual configura

tion. Pomerantz proposed that, in Type P configurations,

only the position of the local elements matters for the

identity of the global patterns. In Type N configurations,

however, not only the position but also the nature of the

local elements is important for the identity of the global

patterns. In previous studies (Han & Humphreys, 1997;

Miller, 1981), with global shapes formed by proximity

grouping, the identities of the local elements have been

found not to affect identification of the global forms:

Identification times are the same for global letters com

posed of identical or different local letters. This implies

that similarity cannot facilitate RT if grouping is domi

nated by proximity. In contrast, distorting a global letter

by moving a local element away from its original loca-
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Figure 13. Mean reaction times as a function of lSI for each of
the two sets of stimuli in Experiment 4.
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Table 1
Reaction Times (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Error Rates

in the Condition With the Shortest Interstimulus

Interval (lSI) and in the Control Condition

Condition With Control

Shortest lSI Condition p>

RT (msec) 428 427 0.03 .9

Error (%) 0.98 2.6 1.83 .08

tion decreases global RTs severely (Hoffman, 1980).

Thus, global stimuli formed by proximity grouping may

depend on Type P information. However, for stimuli

formed by similarity grouping, as shown in our study

(Han et aI., in press), both the location and nature of

local elements are critical to the global figure's identity,

and the need to compute featural information may delay

responses to stimuli based on the grouping of this infor

mation. Furthermore, the results in Experiment 3 indicate

that proximity (Type P information) can facilitate re

sponses even when similarity is still present (in the con

ditions with proximity + similarity, relative to similarity

alone).

Our finding that grouping by proximity can be as fast

as grouping by UC may be explained in several ways,

which we discuss here. One possible reason is that the

recognition of global shapes formed both by proximity

grouping and by UC is underpinned by low-spatial

frequency channels. Ginsburg (1973, 1986) has shown that

filtering letters composed ofdots or lines by passing only

the low spatial frequencies keeps the underlying shape

ofboth types of form. Iflow-spatial-frequency channels

underlie both types of grouping, recognition efficiency

should not differ as a function of the type of grouping

involved.

A rather different view is that, for both types ofgroup

ing, global forms are computed from more local elements

that cooperate to form edge boundaries. For instance,

Grossberg and Mingolla (1985) have proposed that ori

ented edge detectors cooperate to form virtual boundaries

around shapes, and they will do this even when there are

gaps between edges (provided ofcourse that the gaps are

sufficiently small and do not span the whole receptive field

for a cell). This boundary completion process should op

erate with fully connected and close elements, minimizing

differences between grouping by proximity and by UC.

Note, however, that, for this proposed boundary comple

tion system to work maximally, the proximal elements

should have aligned edges; when such edges are absent,

grouping by boundary completion can break down (see

Gilchrist, Humphreys, Riddoch, & Neumann, 1997, for

evidence). While this was the case in the present Experi

ment 4 (in which we used aligned squares), the circles used

in Experiment 1 may nevertheless have been fine enough

to enable boundary completion to operate in cells with

aligned, oriented receptive fields.

The third possible account of the equality ofgrouping

by proximity and UC is that both types ofgrouping reflect

a basic operation by our perceptual system-the encoding

ofconnectivity within a perceptual tolerance space (Chen,

1984; Zeeman, 1962). A perceptual tolerance space may

be thought ofas analogous to a "basin ofattraction" within

a connectionist network (cf. Hopfield, 1982; see Hinton &
Shallice, 1991, for an application to cognitive psychology).

For instance, two unconnected stimuli may fall at nearby

locations in the tolerance space for coding connectivity. If

they fall within the same basin of attraction, the stimuli

will be pushed to its center and henceforth be treated as

perceptually equivalent by subsequent recognition pro

cesses. Ifthey fall into different basins ofattraction (e.g.,

if they are too far apart), they will be treated as separate

elements by the recognition system. Nevertheless, even

when stimuli fall in the same basin ofattraction, subjects

may be able to discriminate them by gaining access to the

perceptual information after it is encoded within the tol

erance space. Hence, even though identification times for

the fully connected and unconnected stimuli were the same

in Experiment 4, the subjects were still able to discrimi

nate them.

The three possible mechanisms underlying grouping by

. proximity and UC are couched at different levels ofthe

oretical interpretation (cf. Marr, 1982). The first two are

relatively low level accounts that may deal with how

grouping by proximity and UC are realized physiologi

cally. The third account is relatively high level and eluci

dates how the connectivity of stimuli formed by proxim

ity grouping and UC operates at a computational level.

Further studies are needed to clarify whether only one of

or all these mechanisms function in perceiving connec

tivity for stimuli formed by proximity grouping and Uc.
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NOTE

1. Though a figure-ground segmentation process may also be needed

for the proximity conditions, the time costs involved may be assumed

to be minimal.

APPENDIX
Supplementary Experiment

The purpose of this experiment was to examine whether the lines connecting

local circles were slower to be perceived, relative to the stimuli formed by proxim

ity grouping in Experiment 1. Two sets ofstimuli were used. Stimuli in Set A were

the same as those used in the proximity grouping condition in Experiment 1. Stim

uli in Set B were composed of target letters made up of only the lines that con

nected the circles of Stimulus Set B in Experiment 1. Measurement ofthe subjects'

RTs to the two sets of stimuli made it possible to compare relative speeds with

which the lines and circles in the target letters were perceived.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 14 young adults (3 female, II male; 20--35years of age). All sub

jects were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure. All aspects were the same as those used in Experiment I,

with the following exceptions: Stimulus Set A was the same as Set A in Experiment I. Stimulus
Set B was formed by removing the local circles from Stimulus Set B in Experiment I; thus, the tar

get letters were made up of the connecting lines only. There were two lSI conditions (either 16 or

144 msec). After 16 trials for practice, each subject performed 96 experimental trials.
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Table Al
Reaction Times (RTs; in Milliseconds) and Error Rates

for the Two Sets of Stimuli in the Supplemental Experiment

Stimulus Set A Stimulus Set B

RT (msec) Error (%) RT (msec) Error (%)

16

144

440 3.6 433 1.8

439 3.2 436 3.7

Results and Discussion

Table Al shows the mean error rates and RTs for the two sets of stimuli.

ANOVAs showed that, for both error rates and RTs, neither the main effects ofstim

ulus type and lSI nor their interaction were significant (p > 0.2, for all analyses).

The data indicate that the connecting lines can be perceived as rapidly as the

local circles in the proximity grouping condition. The results thus lend little sup

port to the argument that the lines connecting the local circles in the earlier experi

ments were slow to be perceived and so could not have affected proximity grouping.

(Manuscript received October 24, 1996;

revision accepted for publication April 21, 1998.)


